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South East Galway Catchment 

Clouds reaching the west coast of Ireland are forced to rise as they 
approach land. This brings about a drop in temperature causing 
droplets to form and results in rainfall. When rainwater falls, it is 
collected by the natural landscape and flows through river, lakes 
and underground to the sea. This is called a catchment. There are 46 
catchments in Ireland. We live in the South East Galway Catchment.

One of the unusual features of our catchment is that many rivers and 
streams disappear and flow underground to Galway Bay. At first the 
rainwater contains no minerals or nutrients but as it makes its way 
across the limestone rock via streams and rivers, it collects these. 

The waters reaching the sea in Galway contain high levels of calcium 
carbonate which is the main component in shell formation of shellfish. 
This is why Galway Bay is so famous for its shellfish, and particularly 
Oysters. Oyster beds require a particular combination of freshwater, 
seawater and microscopic algae to thrive. Other minerals and 
nutrients arriving in the bay from the catchment create the perfect 
conditions for phytoplankton to grow. These are tiny plants which 
many fish feed on.

Unfortunately, water flowing from the catchment can also collect 
pollutants which cause harm for organisms and the marine 

environment. These include plastics and other rubbish, oil run-off from 
roads, human and animal wastes and chemical sprays.

The sea provides us with much food and nutrients. We are part of 
its ecosystem. It is therefore important that we all help to keep our 
catchment clean and protect wastes from entering our rivers and 
the sea.

It is also important to remember that the South East Galway 
Catchment is an impressive landscape with features found in few
other places globally 
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Through our daily lives we have a huge interaction with the streams and rivers around us.  We depend 
upon having clean waters to support human health as well as the value of our agricultural produce 
and our fisheries resources, and a wonderful world of Biodiversity flourishes when our waters are 
clean. It can be useful to think of our toilets, sinks, baths, showers, and gardens as tributaries to our 
rivers, and that these rivers ultimately discharge to our beloved Galway Bay! 

Our water is precious - we need to protect it!

1. Take 3 for the Sea
When we leave the beach we 
will take 3 pieces of rubbish – 
especially plastic dangerous to 
sealife

2. Protect our River
We will go online to www.
catchments.ie/maps to keep 
updated on the water quality of 
our local river

3. Stop the Stuff
With our parents, we will make 
sure that we have re-useable 
shopping bags instead of buying 
single use plastic bags that 
can take up to 1000 years to 
decompose

4. Turn the Tap
When we brush our teeth we will 
turn off the tap and save 7,000 
litres of water in 1 year

5. Refuse the Straw
We will say NO to the plastic Straw 
as it takes up to 500 years for 
them to decompose

For further information
www.cuanbeo.com  •  cuanbeo@gmail.com

    www.facebook.com/cuanbeo       www.instagram.com/cuanbeo     www.twitter.com/CuanBeo
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